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JUNCTION 18 LIAISON FORUM 
NOTES 

Thursday 17th June 2021 10:30 – 12:20 

Via Teams 

 
Present: Jim Newton (chair)    Cllr Brian Hughes (Cold Ashby PC)  

Cllr Alan Chantler (WNC)  Cllr Rod Bailey (Cold Ashby) 
Cllr Cecile Irving-Swift (WNC) Cllr Jim Goodger (Crick PC)   
Cllr Malcolm Longley (WNC)  Pat Baldwin  
Eamon McDowell (WNC)  Helen Howard (WNC) 
Matthew Clarke (WNC)  Johanne Thomas (Urban and Civic) 
Kyle Smith (Urban and Civic)  Sally Duggleby (Prologis) 
Steve Haddock (Prologis)  Leslie Conopo (Northants Police) 
   

 
Apologies:  Martin Seldon    Hannah Collett 

   Margaret Smith   Tom Price 
   David Mellor 
 
 

 

Item 
No. 

 ACTION 
OWNER 

1.  Welcome & Apologies  
 

JN 

  
JN introduced himself and welcomed all to the meeting, attendance 
and apologies as above. 
 

 

2.  Minutes of the last meeting 
 

JN 

  
JN referred all to the minutes and moved to matters arising.   
 
Minutes were confirmed after ‘matters arising’ were discussed. 

 

 
 

3. Matters arising 
 

JN 

  
• Archaeological Work, Discussions to take place on the future 

management of information obtained from the archaeological 
work at Houlton.  
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JT updated that a report was sent to JN earlier today, this can 
be circulated to Forum members.  JH offered to discuss further 
with JN outside of meeting if required. 
 
JG highlighted an action with Prologis to look at data in a 
global sense, suggesting a meeting with Urban and Civic and 
Prologis. 
 
Action Point:  Prologis to arrange a meeting with Urban and 
Civic regarding data. 
 

• Written representation to be made to Highways England 
regarding the importance of their involvement in Forum 
meetings.  
 
Action completed.   
 
Disappointment expressed that Highways England 
representative, Martin Seldon (MS) has again submitted 
apologies again. 
 
Action Point:  Contact MS again and ask that he attend the 
next Forum meeting. 
 

• CI-S to write to Chris Heaton-Harris MP requesting the 
Government consider the development of a south bound spur 
off the A14 to enable HGVs to directly access the M1. 
 
Action completed.  CI-S confirmed she has written and CHH is 
willing to assist, CIS was awaiting this meeting to consider next 
action.  
 

• Request information from Highways England, on the number of 
HGV movements from the A14 to DIRFT 
 
RB advised there has been no response. Some heavy goods 
vehicles pass through Cold Ashby because it is the shortest 
route to DIRFT, the alternative adds 16miles to their route, RB 
sought to convert the mileage into money to show how much 
could be saved by reducing that distance and providing straight 
forward passage and bypassing Cold Ashby.  RB had hoped to 
capitalise on government requirement to reduce pollution. JN 
felt that it was important to highlight current cost and potential 
saving, and suggested in addition it would have to take into 
account lorries that are not going on M1/A5. 
 
Action Point:  Reminder to be sent to Highways England for 
information on HGV movements. 
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BH enquired who was responsible for solving this issue, 
Highways England or WNC, or a combination of both, 
suggested that this was taken away and a separate project set 
up to look at this and report back.   
 
JN responded that Highways England are responsible for A14 
and motorway, WNC’s role is to work with them and lobby 
them, WNC are not in a position to fund a solution and cannot 
do unilaterally (even if the money were available Highways 
England need to agree to the work). 
 
CI-S, junction 18 is one of the few junctions on the M1 that 
doesn’t’ have a south spur, which is confusing, siting another 
example in the County she suggested that it be discussed with 
Highways England how to better connect Northamptonshire to 
the M1 corridor, to better improve economic growth, urging a 
strategic view with Highway England.  CI-S expressed concern 
regarding potentially excessive CO2 omissions and suggested a 
small group meeting with CHH.  BH highlighted difficulty of 
engaging effectively with Highways England as they do not 
attend despite invitation, suggested asked CHH, as transport 
minister, to have a meeting with representatives of the Forum 
to explain the problems experiencing with engaging with 
Highways England.  BH expressed disappointment with how 
autonomous and unaccountable Highways England appear to 
be.   
 
JN suggested a couple of things need to be in place before 
approaching the MP.   
 

➢ Need an idea of cost of physical work of installing a 
South Slip on to the M1– Highways England can give us 
an idea of this.   

 
➢ WNC can then put an economic benefits case together 

we can put in front of MP, which gives them something 
to lobby with.   

 
CIS welcomed this approached and spoke about mistakes in 
the modelling and the impact of these mistakes, the economic 
cost of the damage to the roads used by freight as well as 
safety concerns, suggesting a preliminary discussion with CHH 
to establish what he needs to take this forward. 
 
RB stressed the urgency of issues in Cold Ashby as both DIRFT 
and Houlton develop, and traffic continues to increase. 
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• IB to forward a copy of the Northamptonshire Highways 
report to CL   
 
Complete. 
 

• IB to organise a site visit with Iain Smith and Crick Parish 
Council. 
 

Complete. 
 

• CI-S to write to the shadow West Northamptonshire 
Council in support of the continuation of the Junction 18 
Liaison Forum. 
 

Complete. 
 

• Litter collection along the A428.  
 

BH updated that this had been a Stage 2 complaint to 
DDC, and is not yet resolved. 
 
Action Point:  JN to take forward with colleague. 
 

• Concerns about the unintended consequences of traffic 
displacement to neighbouring villages from the Rugby 
Parkway proposal, request consideration be given to this 
to be passed to Warwickshire County Council. 
 

JN advised that WCC would have received this request 
via the minutes. 

 
4. Rugby Sustainable Urban Extension (Houlton) - General 

Update - Urban & Civic - Johanne Thomas (JT) 
 

 

  
JH expressed how pleased she is that the Forum is continuing, JH 
 introducing Kylie Smith (KS) a colleague, who will be undertaking a 
similar role to JH going forward and become a voice for Houlton and a 
regular attendee of these meetings, inviting him to provide the update.   
 
KS advised there are now over 500 occupations in Houlton.  Modular 
homes are now selling, the ecologic approach is going down well.  In 
terms of other house builders, there will be 9 developers all building at 
the same time by the end of the year. 
 
The secondary school remains on track, and is full for its first intake in 
Septembers (year 7’s), 180 places having been allocated. 
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St Gabrielle’s Primary is being extended to add a new form class. 
 
Construction continues at the local centre at Dolman Farm, the first 
shop (a Co-Op) is due in Sept/Oct and will be followed by a nursery.  
 
One of the buildings will be converted to a co-working space. 
 
The Tuning Fork has opened again. 
 
CI-S thanked JH for her comments about the Forum.  From experience 
CI-S felt that the more developers on a site the better a development 
would be as they would bring together different views.   
 
AC speaking about the Barn, observed that when he last tried to visit 
this site, vehicles were parked in front of the access, despite markings 
to prohibit, asked that action is taken to ensure that wheelchairs can 
access the building. 
 

Action Point:  KS will ensure wheelchair access to the Barn is clear.   
 
JT added that available parking has increased so this should reduce 
pressure. 
 
JG enquired about statistics for school, how many places are from the 
villages, KS confirmed that the trustees of the school have this 
information and he should be able to provide as long as does not 
breach GDPR.  JT is on the school’s board of Governors and believes 
data can be supplied. 
 

Action Point:  KS/JT to provide Forum with statistics about allocation 
of places to the primary school from surrounding villages if possible. 
 
JT spoke of the school admission criteria.  Although there is not 
expected to be pressure for places at first, as the school fills up the 
catchment/priority areas will be used for allocations – Houlton is the 
primary catchment, the next priority area is then the North of Rugby, in 
the longer term there may therefore be an issue for some of the 
Northamptonshire villages. 
 
Questions invited, no further questions raised. 
 

5. DIRFT – Development Update - Prologis - Steve Haddock (SH), 

and Sally Duggleby (SD)   
 

 

  
SD introduced herself, working with Tom Price to lease and develop 
the site at DIRFT. 
 
DC189, a building has been let to Dunhelm and completes this 
summer. 
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Prologis recently bought the Arcadia building on a lease, and Boohoo 
are to lease. 
 
The building let to SCCL for the Governments PPE is in final stages of 
fit-out. 
 
Royal mail building progresses, and is due to complete late summer. 
 
Yesterday Prologis lodge application with West Northants for 
discharge of requirements and further site development application for 
2 buildings totalling 536,000sq ft. (identity of occupier confidential). 
 
The Hub building, due to complete early July.  This is to be used as a 
training centre for the logistics industry. Prologis have partnered with 
the Goodwill Academy.  The estate management team and the PCSO 
will be based at the hub, and it will have meeting rooms/facilities to 
host meetings.  Roller shutter doors at rear allows training equipment 
to be brought in. 
 
The Truck stop (part of DCO requirements) will have 300 spaces and 
is due for completion quarter 3.  There will be wash facilities and 
outside catering facilities. There will be a path joining the Truck Stop 
and the Eddy Stobart Stop so drivers can use the restaurant facilities, 
which is for the benefit of DIRFT 3 truck drivers and HGV drivers will 
be encouraged to come on  to the site and use the ‘stop’. 
 
The land next to Tesco, SD has been in touch with owners and asked 
to secure site and clear litter – yet to hear back. 
 
JN invited questions. 
 

Action Point:  CI-S suggested that SD get in touch with the 
Education Department at WNC to make them aware of the Goodwill 
Academy,   
 
CI-S, welcomed the Truck Stop, highlighting issues the former County 
Council had with truck drivers using laybys inappropriately and urged 
that the facility be advertised properly when open. 
 
AC enquired about the insertion of the rail bridge, SH confirmed this 
has now been installed. 
 
SH updated on property and estate management, and advised 
Prologis plan to recruit a park manager, to be based at the Hub, 
although SH will remain responsible for estate management at DIRFT. 
 
The Rail terminal due is to complete later this year.  Following a 
reduction in rail passenger numbers during the pandemic there are 
more slots available for Freight traffic. 
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Royal Mail will be using the new rail terminal, Boohoo are also in 
discussions about using it. 
 
As the lorry park and DIRFT 3 estate are developed CCTV and AMPR 
cameras will be installed to capture number plate details, the long-term 
plan (5 years) is to have full coverage over the estate. 
 
SH advised that formal notice has been given to Tesco regarding the 
state of their building, requiring them to clean the building within 30 
days, if they don’t Prologis will send in their contractor. 
 
Questions invited. 
 
JG enquired about plans for a viewing platform of rail terminal, SH 
confirmed this is still planned 
 
No further questions 
 

6. Rugby Parkway – Update - Warwickshire County Council  

 
 
 
 

 
Paper as circulated with agenda, JN requested any questions to be 
feedback to WCC.  Nothing Raised. 
 
RB spoke in relation to items 4,5 and 6, Rugby Parkway update, last 
sentence stating that the parkway will be at the crossroads of the UK’s 
strategic highway network, the A14 route takes traffic round Crick and 
West Haddon on a Bypass, then on an unclassified road through Cold 
Ashby to join the A519 and then A14.  RB concluded that this was 
advertising the route through Cold Ashby, adding that DIRFT also 
advertise easy access to the A14 and commenting that if they are 
advertising it then they should provide it, which he asked to be minuted 
to see it there would be a response. 
 
RB, read an email from a frustrated resident to the Council’s Highways 
Department, a complaint concerning non-local traffic’s use of the road 
through Cold Ashby, asking what the Highways Department and 
Highways England are going to do to remedy the issue, highlighting 
local signage directing traffic through the area.  RB advised a 
knowledgeable reply was sent to the resident by Helen Howard. 
 
CI-S shared an experience in Cold Ashby with a confrontational, 
aggressive driver, as a further example of the difficulties faced by 
residents.  Stressing the need to mitigate the impact on villages she 
added that the A14 out of the arbour is the best road to reach DIRF, 
without using Cold Ashby.  CI-S suggested that if additional funds 
were needed to resolve the traffic problems then might wish to 
approach DIRFT.  CI-S highlighted also the lack of stops for trucks, 
 
SD responded that she had not been aware of the extent of the 
problem and thanked for feedback, she will take this away and 
investigate. 
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SH while acknowledging that further conversations were needed with 
Highways England and the MP, advised when a new business comes 
to DIRFT, Property Management have provided a routing map.  SH 
suggested that when new Park Manager joins there is another push at 
circulating the recommended routes and encourage occupiers to use 
them. 
 
RB added that the issue is not just HGV’s, but the general volume of 
traffic, which includes people going to and from work, cars, small vans 
etc., adding that while there is a 7.5 tonne weight limit the police are 
not prepared to police it. 
 
CI-S asked SH if there was any way of knowing if occupants are using 
the recommended routes, SH advised this was difficult.  Once have 
the ANPR system in placed it will be easier to track back vehicles 
which are causing an issue. 
 
SD checked the satnav recommendations, and noted the A14 route is 
being provided, acknowledging there is a freedom of choice for drivers 
she advised she will take this away and consider further. 
 
BH spoke of issues experience in Crick as a ‘rat-run’, particularly 
during rush hour.  Felt there was a more general problem, particularly 
as DIRFT grows and felt this needs to be addressed. 
 
LC speaking in relation to Cold Ashby and HGV’s, Sat. Nav.’s etc. 
referenced a previous issue with a company and noted that some 
companies have tracking devises in HGV’s which can identify/prevent 
use of inappropriate roads, and felt this was worth exploring.  JN 
suggested this was something for Prologis to investigate.  CI-S 
advised this has been tried in Welford, but there was difficulty in 
particularly with Foreign trucks, and the equipment is more expensive 
than a standard Sat Nat, and small companies may not wish to invest.  
While a good Start, CI-S felt this was not a solution and that a solution 
where the road through Cold Ashby was not an option for business 
traffic should be the goal. 
 

7. Northamptonshire Highways – General update HH 

 
 
 

 

• A) West Northants Highways – Helen Howard 
 
HH introduced herself and MC and provided a verbal update   
No issues to report, but hope to provide a full report in 
December.  Asked that members contact directly if have any 
issues outside of the meeting and they will be happy to arrange 
a site visit. 
 
Questions invited.  
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Action Point:  RB asked to arrange a site visit as soon as 
possible in Cold Ashby, RB to contact HH by email. 
 

• Highways England – Network Improvements – Martin Seldon 
(apologies given) 
 
Written update from Highways England circulated with the 
Agenda. 
 
SH in response to first point of the written Highways England 
update regarding Junction 18, which states that Prologis need 
to book the required road space to carry out work, advised that 
the time had been booked but Highways England subsequently 
asked that an alternative time be booked, this is being done. 
 
SH confirmed that the work mentioned in the second point of 
the Highways England update (M1 junction 18 to A5 
roundabout) has been approved and ready to progress. 
 
JN enquired about timescale 
 

Action Point:  Prologis (SH) to update JN on timescales 
before next meeting.   
 
BH, thanked Prologis for their work and persistence, and hoped 
that JN understood the frustration with Highways England who 
he felt do not progress things, do not answer questions and 
seem to be unaccountable.  JN thanked BH, and added that it 
is difficult for forums such as this to engage with such a large 
organisation who have a large network to focus on and multiple 
calls on their time. 
 

 AOB  

  
LP updated on Crick and the rail freight terminal.  The old 
halfway house has become a crime and drug dealing hotspot.  
HGV’s are parking there, rather than pay.  The land is not load 
bearing, the tanks in the ground have corroded and it is only a 
matter of time before a truck gets stuck.  LP suggested this 
needs to be closed off, and hopes with the help of Prologis, 
now the owner has been identified, this can be dealt with. 
 
LP gave positive feedback on people using Stagecoach buses 
throughout the pandemic, all using facemasks.   
 
There has been an increase in load thefts, LP has altered his 
shifts to try and combat this type of crime. 
 
SH, thanked LP for his work, hoping with the new Hub there 
will be an increase in security personnel an CCTV, which 
should benefit the wider area. 
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CI-S highlighted that there are now 3 WNC councillors 
attending the Forum, to avoid duplication she suggested that 
she continue on the Forum, but the others join as guests if they 
wish and asked that this be on the agenda for the next 
meeting.   AE suggested that if this was about the WNC ward 
being represented any one of the three Councillors could 
attend 
 

Action Point:  JN suggested CIS and AE discuss outside of 
meeting.  Agreed. 
 
LC raised the issue of antisocial behaviour with street racing 
around the rail terminal.  In an operation one evening at the rail 
terminal, 198 people were issued with section 59’s, which give 
police the power to seize cars when they are acting in an 
antisocial matter.  An injunction is being considered against 
people come to the terminal to commit this type of antisocial 
behaviour.  With the injunction would come signage so it would 
be clear to people.  Waiting from Highways England to confirm 
camera installation at Gasrec.  There is an appeal against an 
injunction in West Midlands, awaiting the outcome of this 
before proceeding LC advised that the work towards the 
injunction be treated as confidential. 
 

 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 

 

 
 
 

 
9th December 2021 
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ACTION SUMMARY 
 

Action 
No. 

Meeting 
Date 

Subject Action Summary Lead 
Officer 

Deadline RAG 
Status 

1       

2       

3       

4       

5       
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